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PLATFORM E-COURSES

 offer consulting/mentoring services
offer funding opportunities
offer e-courses to empower your entrepreneurial and digital skills
offer a digital space for presenting your work/projects
offer the possibility to exchange knowledge, new and innovative
practices
offer networking opportunities. You can become a member of an
extended digital CCS community!

It seems that succeeding in the post-COVID-19 era as a cultural
entrepreneur and start-upper require support, guidance, funding and
networking opportunities. Accelerator platforms are an excellent way
to get up to speed quickly, thrive and succeed in the new competitive
cultural and creative era. 
Joining the ENVISION multilingual accelerator platform can help you
expand your skills and competences as well as gain resilience for
future unpredictable challenges.

Why You Could Benefit From ENVISION Platform
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The platform that thinks ahead and helps
you GROW! 
By ENVISION team
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The mission has almost been accomplished! The
ENVISION consortium has come closer to the
finalization of the platform development, which is
led by the top-notch, technology venture builder
Found.ation.  In the first stage, an internal
evaluation took place, where the project partners
had the opportunity to register and navigate the
platform, providing Found.ation with comments.
The next step was the identification of a cohort of
early adopters (the first users of the platform) 

with the aim to register in the platform, test it and
provide the consortium with valuable feedback.
The testing phase enabled the ENVISION
partnership to identify and prioritise real users’
pains, aiming to deliver a platform as targeted to
the needs of CCS professionals as possible.
ENVISION consortium strongly believes that by
gathering feedback from the inside, the
possibilities of developing a high quality and
useful accelerator platform are increasing.

How To Learn More About ENVISION
Visit our easily accessible website:  https://projectenvision.eu/
We're on standby, ready to answer your questions!

LET'S GET SOCIAL
We're ready to connect with you!

The European Commission's support for the production of this publication does not constitute an
endorsement of the contents, which reflect the views only of the authors, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.

LEARN ABOUT THE ENVISION PLATFORM PROGRESS

When building the crowdfunding campaign, a clear and comprehensive
checklist is a good tool to align the necessary details, divide tasks
properly and create a quick overview of the planned activities. In
addition, the checklist is a good communication tool with the
crowdfunding platform of choice. 

The checklist is a result of putting together various sources of advice
and own experiences with successful crowdfunding campaigns in the CCS
field. This checklist was complimented by the leading Dutch CCS
crowdfunding platform Voordekunst and by crowdfunding experts. The
checklist has been drawn up in such a way that every campaign holder
(individual or SMEs) can use the checklist in campaign preparation.

Want to know more? Follow the developments of our training modules
soon to be published on our project platform.

Crowdfunding Checklist and the 4 Critical
Success Factors In Crowdfunding For CCS
By Jacek Rajewski | Cultuurarchitect Consultancy
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